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	This book provides a broad base of knowledge of G-protein-coupled receptors. Useful at both the university and industrial levels, this book is of particular interest to those who are developing therapeutic approaches to diseases using drugs that influence receptor activation.
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Communicating Process Architectures 2005 (Concurrent Systems Engineering Series)IOS Press, 2005
The awareness of the ideas characterized by Communicating Processes Architecture and their adoption by industry beyond their traditional base in safety-critical systems and security is growing. The complexity of modern computing systems has become so great that no one person – maybe not even a small team – can understand all aspects and...
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An Introduction to Control SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 1996

	This significantly revised edition presents a broad introduction to Control Systems and balances new, modern methods with the more classical. It is an excellent text for use as a first course in Control Systems by undergraduate students in all branches of engineering and applied mathematics. The book contains: A comprehensive coverage of...
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Think PythonO'Reilly, 2012

	In January 1999 I was preparing to teach an introductory programming class in Java. I had taught it three times and I was getting frustrated. The failure rate in the class was too high and, even for students who succeeded, the overall level of achievement was too low.

	

	One of the problems I saw was the books. They were too...
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Advanced Multilevel Converters and Applications in Grid IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A comprehensive survey of advanced multilevel converter design, control, operation and grid-connected applications

	
		Advanced Multilevel Converters and Applications in Grid Integration presents a comprehensive review of the core principles of advanced multilevel converters, which require fewer components and...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop...
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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